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Jean Arp
from On My Way (1948)
I would meet with Tzara and Serner at the Odéon and in Zurich's Café
de la Terrasse to work on a cycle of poems: The Hyperbola of the
Crocodile-Hairdresser and the Cane. This kind of verse was sub-
sequently dubbed "Automatic Poetry" by the surrealists. Automatic
poetry emerges directly from the poet's guts or any other organ that
has stored up reserves. Neither the Postilion of Longjumeau, nor the
Alexandrine, nor grammar, nor aesthetics, nor Buddha, nor the Sixth
Commandment could interfere. The poet crows, curses, sighs, stutters,
yodels at will. His poems are like nature: they stink, laugh, and
rhyme like nature. Trivia, or at least what people call trivia, are
as precious to him as sublime rhetoric, for in nature a broken twig
is as beautiful and as important as a star, and it is men who
arrogate for themselves the right to judge what is beautiful or ugly.
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Jean Arp
from On My Way (1948)
Dada aimed to destroy the reasonable deceptions of man and
recover the natural and unreasonable order. Dada wanted to
replace the logical non-sense of the men of today by the
illogically senseless. That is why we pounded with all our
might on the big drum of dada and trumpeted the praises of



unreason. Dada gave the Venus de Milo an enema and permitted
Laocoon and his sons to relieve themselves after thousands of
years of struggle with the good sausage Python. Philosophies
have less value for dada than an old abandoned toothbrush,
and dada abandons them to the great world leaders. Dada
denounced the infernal ruses of the official vocabulary of
wisdom. Dada is for the senseless, which does not mean non-
sense. Dada is senseless like nature. Dada is for nature and
against art. Dada is direct like nature. Dada is for infinite
sense and definite means.
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because someone asked me to include where i work in a short bio...
here is most of what i can remember:

poet 1972 - ongoing
dishwasher Howard Johnsons, Madison Heights, VA 1972
warehouse stocker in a box factory, Madison Heights, VA 1973
student, Guilford College, Greensboro, NC 1974 - 1978 (dropped out)
information desk attendant, Guilford College Greensboro, NC 1974
summer school student, Lynchburg College, 1975
dishwasher/saucier/bus boy The Pepper Mill, Greensboro 1975 - 1976
TA, Being Human In The Twentieth Century, Guilford College, 1975
cook/dishwasher, Guilford College cafeteria, 1975
cook, Shoney's, Greensboro, 1975
DJ, WQFS, Guilford College Greensboro 1976 - 1978
dishwasher, Tijuana Fats, Greensboro, 1976 - 1977
Music Director, WQFS, Guilford College 1977 - 1978
truck driver delivering plumbing supplies, Greensboro 1978
combine operator for Green Giant, Dayton, WA 1978
farm labor at a horse farm in the mountains near Roanoke, Va, 1978
sandwich maker/cashier at a sub shop, Richmond, VA 1978
sandwich maker/cashier at Mr Submarine, San Francisco, 1979
sandwich maker/cashier at a cafe in North Beach, San Francisco, 1979
conveyor belt operator at a Green Giant cannery, Waitsburg, WA 1979
airplane caterer, Greensboro airport 1979 - 1980
prep cook at a Greek restaurant, Greensboro, 1980
pizza maker/cashier/server Verdi's Pizza Haight Street, 1980 - 1982, San Francisco
student at San Francisco State, 1981 - 1982 (dropped out -- twice)
ticket taker at the 4-Star Theater, an arthouse cinema in San Francisco 1982
cook/server/cashier The Sacred Grounds 1983 - 1984
assistant manager, Bogie's Pizza, Cow Hollow San Francisco 1983 - 1984
general manager, Bogie's Pizza, Cow Hollow San Francisco 1984 - 1986
coffee roaster/cashier/server at a coffee shop in Marina del Rey, 1986
cook/cashier/server at a sandwich shop in Berkeley, 1986
assistant manager, Dominoes Pizza, Lynchburg, VA 1986 - 1987
assistant manager, Dominoes Pizza, Charlottesville, Va 1987 - 1991
self-employed, desktop publisher (Juxta), 1992 - 1995, Charlottesville
delivery driver Dino's Pizza Charlottesville, 1992 - 1996
delivery driver Pizza Hut Charlottesville, 1996 - 1997
delivery driver The College Inn Charlottesville, 1997 - 2005



small press editor & publisher (of Juxta, the early email zine Juxta/Electronic, Xtant, xtantbooks,
vacuole press, antboo, Vugg Books, the blogzine Textimagepoem, Lick Run, the flickrzine
Rawrenok, and TLPress) Charlottesville & Roanoke, 1994 - ongoing
database consultant for Ohio State University's Rare Books & Manuscripts collection 2006 -
2007 (from Roanoke, VA)
sandwich maker, Subway, Roanoke, 2007
cashier Wal-Mart Roanoke, VA 2008 - 2010
sales associate Wal-Mart Roanoke, 2010 - 2014
photo lab technician Wal-Mart Roanoke, 2014 - 2016
organizer and/or advocate and perpetrator of excessive documentation of mail art, fluxus, sound
poetry, visual poetry and noise events in Roanoke, 2008 - ongoing
archivist 1994 - ongoing
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Jim Leftwich shared International Times's photo.

May 20 at 3:18am ·



20Reid Wood, Jules Vasylenko and 18 others

Comments

John M. Bennett or to the slough of silence
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 7:22am
Jim Leftwich http://www.muse-apprentice-guild.com/.../jim.../road.html
JIM LEFTWICH, MUSE APPRENTICE GUILD SPECIAL EDITION,…
MUSE-APPRENTICE-GUILD.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 2 · May 20 at 10:04am
John M. Bennett hah! - yes, i remember this - i'm certainly familiar with the road of
excess..................
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 1:07pm
View more replies
Write a reply...
James Cobb Strange and powerful: Once again I'm struck by the depth of my attraction to
tiny-quirky euro cars from the 50's and 60's.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 8:16am
Jim Leftwich Blake's aphorisms are not to be believed... this juxtaposition adds new layers to the
argument...
Like · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 10:07am
Write a reply...
Luis Bravo That is Blake' s blacky car, right?
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 8:28am
Jim Leftwich yes, it is an angel in a tree
Like · Reply · 2 · May 20 at 10:08am
Write a reply...
De Villo Sloan The cut worm forgives the plow?
Unlike · Reply · 3 · May 20 at 10:22am
Jim Leftwich Exactly. The lust of the goat is the bounty of God.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 10:23am
Write a reply...

Stephen Vincent Nothing like the excessive presence of the typography here. Wisdom? The car
suggests much more! i.e. small is beautiful, useful, etc.
Like · Reply · 1 · May 20 at 5:03pm
Jim Leftwich do more with less? http://www.forbes.com/.../doing-more-with-less-avoid.../...
Doing More With Less: Avoid Fake Work
FORBES.COM|BY RODGER DEAN DUNCAN
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · May 20 at 5:16pm



John M. Bennett Reid Wood: Do More Do Less
Unlike · Reply · 2 · May 21 at 2:39pm
Write a reply...

William Saari Looks like a Messerschmidt
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 21 at 8:28am
Jim Leftwich "the Situationist graffiti stars were King Mob, whose work has since been bought
by the Tate. Based in a North Kensington squat, brothers David and Stuart Wise borrowed their
name from graffiti daubed on Newgate Prison during the Gordon Riots of 1780.
King Mob’s posters occupied the same territory as the remarkable protest art of the 1968 Paris
riots."
Like · Reply · 1 · May 21 at 1:26pm
Luis Bravo Thanks, Jim. Do you know more bibliography or information about the english
Situationist?
Like · Reply · May 21 at 2:49pm
Jim Leftwich "the English section of the specto-SI were expelled from the International because
they refused to break with the individuals who went on to found the Motherfuckers. King Mob
were one result of this expulsion."
https://www.stewarthomesociety.org/ass/punk.htm
The Assault on Culture by Stewart Home chapter on Punk
STEWARTHOMESOCIETY.ORG
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · May 21 at 4:20pm
Jim Leftwich "The entire English Section was expelled in 1967 for equivocating over the
Parisians' resolve to break off contacts with several Americans who had the temerity to expound
to Vaneigem himself a "mystical" interpretation of his book The Revolution of Everyday Life.8
The English formed King Mob, which included the future manager of the Sex Pistols, Malcolm
Maclaren. The Americans, based in New York City, concocted a hippie-Situationist amalgam,
the Motherfuckers."
http://www.primitivism.com/situationism.htm
The Realization and Suppression of Situationism--Bob Black
"The Situationists, whose judges you perhaps imagine yourselves to be, will one day judge you.
We are waiting for you at the turning." On this vaguely threatening note Maurice Wyckaert,
speaking for the Situationist International, wrapped up a rant at London's Institute for
Contemporary Arts in 1961...
PRIMITIVISM.COM
Like · Reply · Remove Preview · 1 · May 21 at 4:21pm
Luis Bravo I am so Grateful (Dead) to you, Jim! Muchísimas gracias por toda esta
información!See Translation
Unlike · Reply · 1 · May 21 at 7:06pm
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4/29, 3:02pm
Bela Grimm

I know I need to read more. But what does any of this have to do with "post-traumatic stress
disorder, autism, panic, and attention deficit disorder"? It seems that Berandi is saying that
"psychic stimulation" is responsible for genetic conditions. That makes no sense to me ... I can
see how that might be relevant in some cases of PTSD or maybe (generilized) panic. I need to
read the rest of your two articles Jim Leftwich, but I loved the bit about Bacon in the second
article. Francis Bacon, who was a friend of mine at the time I first knew him, was painting these
slightly blurry things, the dog shivering and the pope screaming… really it was a very negative
kind of vision. But as far as he was concerned, just being able to put that on the canvas made it
positive. It is almost as if some collector had said to him, ‘Well, tell me what you really believe,’
and Francis replied, ‘Come back to my studio and I will show you.’ Then, in the studio he points
at a pictures and says, ‘There, that’s what I believe’. [38]

4/29, 3:35pm
Jim Leftwich

the basic idea has to do with programming and re-programming. or what Wilson (and many
others before him) calls awakening. i am not at all sure that it applies to autism. perhaps Berardi
should have left that out. i haven't studied it like you have, but it seems to me too that it is
primarily genetic. his other examples do not seem primarily genetic. they seem like damages
caused by experiences, repeated experiences of damaging environments. i've read a bit of
Berardi, and i introduced Tom to his writings a few years ago, but i've grown tired of his
perspective. we need transformative practices, and we need to integrate them into our daily
lives. there are lots to choose from. i personally don't care which one anyone chooses, but i
think it is essential to choose. you seem to me to already have your practice in place. there is so
much that matters, there are so many things that are worth doing, we wouldn't have enough
time in a hundred lifetimes. what bores me to death is the notion that there's nothing worth
doing, nothing matters. i don't need Berardi, and neither do you. i need a kind of magickal
training manual, the kind that makes you fall in love with the world, over and over again. that's
what i've needed since i was a teenager. for most of my life i've been able to find it, by setting
the poem in motion and following it wherever it leads. that's how i've managed to stay alive for
60 years. is this rambling enough? it's meant to be, thinking several thoughts at once, a nomad
inside my own head. we were taught early on that a sentence contains a complete thought. i
have no idea what a complete thought is. i think there is no such thing.

4/29, 3:56pm
Bela Grimm



If you don't know this already, Jim, I love you. I don't think your rambling. You're one of the few
people that actually makes sense to me. If it matters, I think You are magickal. (Not that that
helps, but it's true.) As far as I know, my practice is to keep learning, and asking questions.
(Follow what feels right or is more logical, to me) Like you said ... we wouldn't have enough time
in a hundred lifetimes. If I find the manual I'll send it your way. Thanks for answering me.

4/29, 4:02pm
Jim Leftwich

it matters, Bela, you know it matters.
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XTANT EMAIL CHAPBOOK #1
December 2004

RESISTANCE ACTS
John Crouse & Jim Leftwich

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY TWO

blueprints staggers arbiters: “resistance is complex.”

asylum dancehall patois: “resistance is manual.”

topic sentence vodka: “resistance is cabdriver.”

reeling handbags bloomberg: “resistance is encroach.”

swat leveraging teetotal: “resistance is lynx.”

logos exchanges scrubbing: “resistance is intellect.”



turbine scope serviceman: “resistance is fauna.”

stricken networks breathes: “resistance is converse.”

multimedia ringtones vision: “resistance is shotgun.”

flurry cheep breakneck: “resistance is love.”

unrealistic per minute: “resistance is soap.”

sweetener categorically collar: “resistance is landscape.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY THREE

intergovernmental fluency arrests: “resistance is guideline.”

courtship tenor detainment: “resistance is barbarian.”

barriers broadly bush: “resistance is fence.”

grievance beaten swarms: “resistance is dementia.”

colleagues of meetings: “resistance is fresco.”

protestors narrower constitution: “resistance is autograph.”

economist brief leads: “resistance is fizzle.”

piecemeal shivering pools: “resistance is assemblage.”

closeted truth cheerleaders: “resistance is enumerate.”

wrestlers tennessee parasol: “resistance is macabre.”

rogue scrutiny wheelchair: “resistance is codfish.”

imprisonment bidding policy: “resistance is bach.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY FOUR



forestalling proletariat text: “resistance is resistor.”

are big words: “resistance is projector.”

outcomes heaping syntax: “resistance is bedevil.”

payment lisps weigh: “resistance is fade.”

arbitrary twister contortions: “resistance is landfill.”

so staking fragments: “resistance is inversion.”

from ordinary speech: “resistance is navigable.”

has us thinking: “resistance is tomorrow.”

about movements prior: “resistance is isaiah.”

to the dances: “resistance is ciliate.”

capitalist cults have: “resistance is jumpy.”

us all jigging: “resistance is lift.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY FIVE

talking biology weighs: “resistance is santa.”

and reading before: “resistance is emitter.”

sugarplum manequin dances: “resistance is felt.”

is deeper lungs: “resistance is teaspoon.”

and brighter fun: “resistance is chafe.”

than polka dot: “resistance is vancouver.”

tarp so revered: “resistance is keyhole.”

by modern times: “resistance is impressive.”



workplace heros wiggling: “resistance is starch.”

asses every places: “resistance is social.”

to go grinding: “resistance is menu.”

cheesy final ends: “resistance is saturday.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY SIX

density is zero: “resistance is nodal.”

physics is edges: “resistance is attorney.”

collapse is rip: “resistance is workaday.”

cosmic is estimates: “resistance is harshen.”

matters is implys: “resistance is immaculate.”

intervened is candles: “resistance is neophyte.”

calibration is diction: “resistance is timetable.”

universe is collate: “resistance is eyed.”

cosmological is bulk: “resistance is certify.”

relativity is spatial: “resistance is infancy.”

absurdity is virtual: “resistance is bond.”

velocity is value: “resistance is fluster.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY SEVEN

gunpowder to people: “resistance is attune.”

oil optimists say: “resistance is goldfish.”

sharply rising demented: “resistance is baltimore.”



nude oil field: “resistance is seaquake.”

likely to roses: “resistance is wrack.”

teaches a peach: “resistance is rivet.”

wells go dry: “resistance is barley.”

retrieval will weep: “resistance is berkeley.”

thimble of petrol: “resistance is triune.”

seas the sneakers: “resistance is subjective.”

exacerbate existing penises: “resistance is fled.”

vasoline luminosity beret: “resistance is type.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT

the founding myth: “resistance is negotiate.”

stands every day: “resistance is squelch.”

a notch above: “resistance is umbrage.”

combat and death: “resistance is uprise.”

fallen in love: “resistance is balm.”

spice up history: “resistance is midst.”

a rallying cry: “resistance is windowsill.”

agent of sohesion: “resistance is adverse.”

marked hostility toward: “resistance is advice.”

actually took place: “resistance is satyr.”

validity or merits: “resistance is orpheus.”



squeamish aversion to: “resistance is measure.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED TWENTY NINE

potent and insidious: “resistance is inventive.”

unwanted and sexual: “resistance is seafarer.”

dirty and structured: “resistance is quote.”

relationship and scholarship: “resistance is zaum.”

subsequent and autobiographical: “resistance is bark.”

teasing and opening: “resistance is nullify.”

sources and traumatized: “resistance is mound.”

sessions and quotes: “resistance is sector.”

gossip and longings: “resistance is amethyst.”

collaboration and voyeurism: “resistance is poetry.”

presenting and emphatically: “resistance is spacious.”

secretive and confirms: “resistance is concurrent.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY

beneath still stand: “resistance is insomniac.”

female process pretend: “resistance is armpit.”

instance liberation reich: “resistance is furthest.”

narcissistically downplays unspoiled: “resistance is feathery.”

evident scale viewpoints: “resistance is ethos.”



attract recurring stoned: “resistance is digestive.”

rebelliousness diva ambivalent: “resistance is hammock.”

erotically wholesome mothers: “resistance is chomsky.”

opposed to opposition: “resistance is shifter.”

martyrdom population limerick: “resistance is lupine.”

trangressions cult wives: “resistance is mezzanine.”

misleading bombing queens: “resistance is heritable.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY ONE

gangster consideration outpour: “resistance is cryptic.”

reworked failing disproportionate: “resistance is continental.”

fordian anthropologist musk: “resistance is whomever.”

prototype numbers pretexts: “resistance is theses.”

transformation discuss discus: “resistance is doppler.”

redressing similarity recombined: “resistance is stonecrop.”

comprehensive proclaims introductory: “resistance is british.”

stipulations knowledgeably hypertextual: “resistance is eidetic.”

overview emanates transvestites: “resistance is poetics.”

elasticity transference borrowed: “resistance is masonite.”

indispensable exaggerated adhesion: “resistance is fictive.”

fortification contention transitional: “resistance is assemble.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY TWO



brutal genre dependence: “resistance is artwork.”

jokes according comrades: “resistance is obsidian.”

aims congress nunnery: “resistance is inside.”

comical givens observers: “resistance is analytic.”

argumentation dupe masterly: “resistance is waylaid.”

rhetoric every autumn: “resistance is sprung.”

craftsmanship took torpedo: “resistance is gravid.”

airplanes birthing chanteuse: “resistance is sonant.”

shortly lantern scapegoat: “resistance is workload.”

prodding upfront balls: “resistance is noble.”

tiananmen elicits dexterous: “resistance is backwater.”

peasant stock statecraft: “resistance is ourselves.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY THREE

triangle brooding sarcophagus: “resistance is intersect.”

trolled sounding oriented: “resistance is regard.”

blended proportions beholders: “resistance is pinball.”

absolutism murals notebooks: “resistance is handclasp.”

vanishing exact dissection: “resistance is splotch.”

frequency composers dungeon: “resistance is globulin.”

consummation manifesto frangible: “resistance is analgesic.”

harpsichords wisecracks reinterpreting: “resistance is alto.”



aesthetician revolution synthesis: “resistance is jonquil.”

hymns tenderness horsepower: “resistance is herculean.”

plucked function spatters: “resistance is ubiquity.”

aural freshens chanted: “resistance is mouth.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY FOUR

to begin with: “resistance is peruse.”

little red book: “resistance is algebraic.”

able to cut: “resistance is shelter.”

to reject both: “resistance is behalf.”

further by using: “resistance is nautical.”

can go back: “resistance is studio.”

be carried out: “resistance is conic.”

not a scene: “resistance is absentia.”

real life drama: “resistance is fortitude.”

needs to choose: “resistance is roadside.”

able to move: “resistance is earth.”

a happy ending: “resistance is courteous.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE

justice ferrys harmful: “resistance is uphold.”

it is again: “resistance is intrigue.”



important thing is: “resistance is keyboard.”

venture into town: “resistance is isomorph.”

only to endorse: “resistance is psyche.”

had business there: “resistance is disjunct.”

feel exactly easy: “resistance is senate.”

almost comical determination: “resistance is coherent.”

choise of getting: “resistance is dilemma.”

the boldest putdown: “resistance is dada.”

to tell storys: “resistance is adventure.”

has ever made: “resistance is soften.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY SIX

line of development: “resistance is germinal.”

above all when: “resistance is upheaval.”

from physical life: “resistance is bloodshot.”

be at odds: “resistance is meantime.”

divine will regardless: “resistance is extant.”

a singular god: “resistance is pivotal.”

hits hard at: “resistance is beautiful.”

the line between: “resistance is martian.”

appearance of harmony: “resistance is volcano.”

generate deviant thoughts: “resistance is potion.”



pressure to conform: “resistance is adhesive.”

into the storyline: “resistance is diagnose.”

ACT EIGHT HUNDRED THIRTY SEVEN

more the appears: “resistance is juxtapose.”

support as earlier: “resistance is atonal.”

exhaltation impending tempered: “resistance is clue.”

and ethical codes: “resistance is counsel.”

creates its meaning: “resistance is rainfall.”

in terms of: “resistance is treatise.”

its own version: “resistance is ontogeny.”

appears masterminded quicker: “resistance is vernal.”

fanfare anniversary tractor: “resistance is companion.”

hymnist and typhoons: “resistance is shore.”

subtexts with torches: “resistance is seminar.”

battlegrounds manage hints: “resistance is familial.”

[COPY/WRITE]
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vacuole press publications

Jim Leftwich, EROS CRISTALDI, vacuole press, charlottesville, va, 2003

Jim Leftwich, Berifiturumpo, vacuole press, charlottesville, va, 2003

Jim Leftwich, POPON BEQUGS INAMERED, vacuole press, charlottesville, va, 2003

Jim Leftwich, EERIE SWIMSUIT, vacuole press, charlottesville, va, 2004

Jim Leftwich, THE POETRY INDUSTRY, vacuole press, charlottesville, va, 2004

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

April 3
4/3, 1:44pm
Jim Leftwich

did that e.g. press book ever get published?

4/3, 1:44pm
Scott MacLeod

I thought it did didnt it?

maybe I didn't do that one? I cant find any mention of it in my OSU archive. what was it called? I
do remember at some point you disavowed all those poems. I know there was at least a mock
up of that book. Strange.

4/3, 1:49pm
Jim Leftwich

i think we did everything but actually get it published. we went over the proofs together, which
should have been the last stage for us, but i think you moved to LA for a while and when i finally
got around to going to the bookstore and asking it turned out that you were the only one
involved who actually cared about my book getting published. that's how i remember it, but i
also remember that those were strange days for me and many of my memories are mixed and
muddled.



4/3, 1:51pm
Scott MacLeod

strange days for both of us

4/3, 1:59pm
Jim Leftwich

i don't even remember the title i was using. i do remember many of the poems. most of them
were "edited" into my woodstove in the late-80s - early-90s, along with hundreds of other
poems. there was one line "even if she has a mother, the cellophane is endless" maybe that
was the title? i sent you versions of some of those poems in the early 90s - 92 or 93, before i
started Juxta. no great matter at this point, that's for sure, but slightly interesting to think about
for a minute or two. that e.g. book would have been 1985, but as it turned out my first
chapbook(s) weren't published until 1995. probably just as well...

4/3, 2:10pm
Scott MacLeod

THERE WAS SOME LONG LYRICAL TITLE, JUST LIKE THE POEMS WERE [ooops caps]
long & lyrical. not the cellophane line though. It's not odd that I dont have it but it is odd that I do
not have a record of it anywhere.

4/3, 2:12pm
Jim Leftwich

i barely have a record of anything from the 80s.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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a long haired mule and a porkepine
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gravity gravy
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lune renaissance
spice philology

brel yes
it is a bean

ammo late for flames
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the gates of Dharma are manifold
i take a vow to enter them all
----combs of gash

the other main secrets are
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and
imaginary dog-rice
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what is noonal?
i enjoy being nortmal.
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hydrogen distribution
volcanic investigated
intermediate hindered

quantitative trap

extinction conditions
abundant

biogeochemistry as oxygen
animal-ocean crises

accompanied the euxinia

anoxic for
significant conditions
atmosphere loss



civilians hydrogen distribution
volcanic protagonists investigated
intermediate hindered horses

quantitative reassembled trap

calvary extinction conditions
abundant battlefields

biogeochemistry as isolated oxygen
animal-ocean crises tangible

accompanied the subjective euxinia

investigates anoxic for
significant specific conditions
atmosphere loss duration

hydrogen occult distribution
exploration volcanic investigated
intermediate version hindered

quantitative trap unfinished

extinction commercial conditions
obstacle abundant

biogeochemistry compositional as oxygen
animal-indelible ocean crises

accompanied the doppelganger euxinia

anoxic for familiar
significant evolutionary conditions
mutation atmosphere loss



hydrogen control distribution
volcanic investigated systems
intermediate biological hindered

underlying quantitative trap

extinction synchronicity conditions
abundant flying fish

biogeochemistry as outgoing oxygen
animal-gods ocean crises

intention accompanied the euxinia

anoxic bats for
significant conditions continuous
atmosphere rainbow loss

birds hydrogen distribution
waveforms volcanic investigated
abandoned intermediate hindered

skin quantitative trap

danced extinction conditions
confrntation abundant

flayed biogeochemistry as oxygen
sacrificial animal-ocean crises

linear accompanied the euxinia

circumvented anoxic for
cut significant conditions
juxtaposed atmosphere loss



hydrogen inevitable distribution
volcanic incomplete investigated
intermediate regeneration hindered

quantitative codex trap

extinction paragraph conditions
abundant fictional

biogeochemistry narrative as oxygen
animal-facts ocean crises

accompanied uncanny the euxinia

anoxic inherent for
significant trajectory conditions
atmosphere incontrovertibly loss

hydrogen distribution consciousness
volcanic investigated communities
intermediate hindered cultural

quantitative trap context

extinction conditions continue
abundant conceptual

biogeochemistry as oxygen category
animal-ocean crises contested

accompanied the euxinia certain

anoxic for contemporary
significant conditions considering
atmosphere loss connects










































